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CANNON CRAZY
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LEFT: An East High School fan hoists a cutout of player Dominic Robles as students cheer the Eagles as they take the ﬁeld in the Cannon Game on
Friday night at Dutch Clark Stadium. The Eagles scored a touchdown late in the game to cap a 24-14 victory, their second straight win in the series.
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RIGHT: South High School fans Brady Skay (left) and Frankie
Sanchez cheer for the Colts. Game story, Page 1D.
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Council urged to save old power station Trump coming to
Developers says landmark status key to millions in grants
BY PETER ROPER
THE PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN

City Council should
designate Black Hills Energy’s old Power Stations
5&6 a local landmark
because that’s the key to
getting millions of dollars
in historical preservation and redevelopment
grants — according to
the business partnership
that wants to save the old
red-brick fortress.
“Making this a landmark opens the door to
all kinds of opportunities
for this important part of
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Polls show Colorado is a dead heat
BY PETER ROPER
THE PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN

Republican contender
Donald Trump is campaigning in Pueblo and
elsewhere in Colorado
next week because the
latest polls show he’s in
a dead-heat race with
Democratic nominee
Hillary Clinton, according to veteran election
observers.
“Earlier this summer,
it did look like Colorado was out of reach for
Trump but then Clinton
had those disastrous
reports about her emails
and calling Trump
supporters a ‘basket of

Donald Trump
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“There’s no question
Colorado is back in play
and Trump knows his
strength is with white,
high-school educated
men
in blue-collar
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munities,” said Loevy. “It
makes perfect sense to
me that he’s coming to

